The Allstar Refjudzi Band and Archa Theatre from Prague will spend 3 weeks at City of Asylum on the Northside this June creating short theater and music pieces based on stories from refugees living in Pittsburgh. The pieces will be performed during an afternoon festival including exhibits and parades, followed by an evening concert with local musicians joining the Prague band. The 10-member group is looking for people to play in a parade (Honk) street band, and help with sets and costumes.

The Allstar Refjudzi Band is part of the Archa Theatre, one of the Czech Republic’s leading theaters since 1989 and a center for the presentation of cutting edge theater and music from all over the world. The band creates music by combining original composition with collaborative development; the themes of the songs range from issues of immigration and asylum to questions of homeland, borders, assimilation and tradition.

Performers and musicians of ALL skill levels are invited. Just perform for fun! This is a great opportunity to make music and theater with local and international artists. Join us for an informational meeting to learn more about participating!

Informational Meeting
Thursday, February 27
6:00pm
330 Sampsonia Way
Pittsburgh, PA 15212

Please let us know you plan to attend by emailing Julie at julie.tvaruzek@cityofasylumpittsburgh.org

About the Project and The Allstar Refjudzi Band

The Allstar Refjudzi Band and Archa Theatre from Prague will spend 3 weeks at City of Asylum on the Northside this June creating short theater and music pieces based on stories from refugees living in Pittsburgh. The pieces will be performed during an afternoon festival including exhibits and parades, followed by an evening concert with local musicians joining the Prague band. The 10-member group is looking for people to play in a parade (Honk) street band, and help with sets and costumes.

The Allstar Refjudzi Band is part of the Archa Theatre, one of the Czech Republic’s leading theaters since 1989 and a center for the presentation of cutting edge theater and music from all over the world. The band creates music by combining original composition with collaborative development; the themes of the songs range from issues of immigration and asylum to questions of homeland, borders, assimilation and tradition.

About City of Asylum/Pittsburgh

City of Asylum/Pittsburgh creates a thriving community for writers, readers, and neighbors. We provide sanctuary to endangered literary writers, so that they can continue to write and their voices are not silenced. We offer a broad range of literary programs in a variety of community settings to encourage cross-cultural exchange.